
Deloitte +  
Databricks Alliance
Unlock your data. Unlock AI.
Unlock business innovation.

PROVEN EXPERIENCE

Deloitte’s deep industry knowledge 
offers a structured approach and 
methodology that delivers successful 
on-time, on-budget implementations  
of Databricks solutions

There are strong links between cloud platforms, artificial intelligence (AI) maturity, and 
business success in today’s disrupted global marketplace. Access to the right data roadmaps, 
architectures, cloud migration strategies, and data governance can set enterprises up for 
success. Working with the right technology partners can help ensure it. Deloitte and Databricks 
have the virtually unparalleled strengths to help accelerate your data transformation journey.

It starts with Deloitte’s breadth and depth of cross-industry, world-class delivery experiences 
in data modernization and advanced analytics. That foundation is made even stronger with the 
Databricks Data Intelligence Platform. Combined, the Deloitte and Databricks alliance can help 
your enterprise rapidly stand up a target-state data and AI platform that meets the most 
immediate needs of your business, keeping in mind your strategic and long-term business 
goals.

Why Deloitte + Databricks?
By providing the necessary tools, people, and accelerators, coupled with vast experience in implementing 
and scaling the most innovative technologies, Deloitte and Databricks deliver:

ELEVATED CAPABILITY 

Together, our alliance is on the precipice 
of disruptive technologies that combine 
industry insight and cutting-edge digital 
transformation strategies to change the 
scope of what your business can achieve

ACCELERATED EFFICIENCY 

With Deloitte and Databricks, growth 
can remain effective and sustainable 
with a coordinated shift away from 
legacy technology and consistent 
alignment with business needs
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decisions or taking any action that may affect your finances, or your business, you should 
consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte Network shall be responsible 
for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this communication. As used in 
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RECOGNIZED FOR SUCCESS
2023 & 2022 Databricks Transformation Partner of the Year

2022 Databricks Public Sector Partner of the Year

INNOVATE WITH CONFIDENCE
15,000+ Cloud-certified professionals across hyper-scalers

5,000+ Professionals with hands-on Apache Spark™ experience

350+ Databricks badged and certified professionals

A holistic approach to cloud migration is 
required. Organizations must consider 
end-to-end impacts of cloud migration 
to minimize disruption and ensure 
successful deployment.

“

Deloitte + Databricks in action 

Ready to transform your data?

SIMPLE: 
Count on a single source of truth for 
all data – with automated and reliable 
extract, transform, load (ETL) data, open 
and secure data sharing, and lightning-
fast performance. Use this singularity 
to transform your data lake into the 
destination for all your structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data to 
drive better performance efficiency.

To meet today’s advanced analytics demands, you need a faster path to making smarter, data-driven decisions.  
Deloitte and Databricks work together to help ensure your implementation is:

Together, Deloitte and Databricks can transform your data systems from siloed and complex to unified, efficient, and cost-effective. 
That means more time better spent leveraging the insights that help you successfully run your business.

Get in touch with our alliance leaders to unlock deeper 
insights, increase scalability, and secure data.

INNOVATIVE: 
The open-source and open-standards of 
the Databricks Data Intelligence Platform 
enable organizations to future-proof, 
supporting out-of-the-box integration 
with hyper-scaler data, platform services, 
and multi-cloud management. Deloitte 
has the knowledge and ecosystem 
experience to tailor your environment  
to your unique analytical needs. 

COLLABORATIVE: 
Simplify your data estate by eliminating 
the silos that historically complicate  
data and AI. Databricks provides a  
single, integrated platform to support  
end-to-end data and AI use cases 
- including traditional BI and SQL
workloads. Deloitte can help guide the
process to help ensure your enterprise
is taking advantage of all benefits,
including real-time, streaming analytics,
generative AI and machine learning
(ML), and data sharing.
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